
REDWOOD ROBOTIC REPORTING FACTORY

The Redwood Reporting Factory (RRF) delivers a centralised service that caters 
for the production of reports consumed by managers and analysts. Often too 
much time is spent preparing, sense checking to ensure accuracy and formatting 
before report outputs can be analysed. In essence a disproportionate amount 
of effort is spent in production of reports versus analysing and acting on the 
information. 

The objective of the Reporting Factory is not to implement yet another reporting 
tool but to utilize existing systems and tools available. The difference with the 
Reporting Factory is that we help customers eliminate the intensive manual 
effort in report preparation and distribution and consolidate all transactional 
activities of the reporting process across the enterprise.

1. WHY ROBOTIC REPORTING FACTORY?

A.         Services & Processes

Key focus of a Reporting Factory is data extraction, storage, report provisioning,  execution and distribution as opposed 
to content analysis and commenting. The required demand,  report management and delivery processes need to be 
established.

B.         Organization

The organization set-up (centralized vs. decentralized) and the number and qualification of the staff working in the reporting 
factory need to be defined.

C.         Governance

The governance concept (mandatory usage or optional service offering for the business units) need to be defined. This will 
drive the appropriate  charging and financing model. The service tracking, reporting and enhancement process will ensure 
transparency and customer focus.

D.         Technology

The technology platform and tools the RRF  will use to efficiently support and deliver the reporting services.
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Key factors to consider prior to setting up a Reporting Factory:



 

2. TYPICAL CHALLENGES IN THE ENTERPRISE REPORTING PROCESS 

Time-pressure and peak-load – as soon as data is available, managers want reports as soon as possible.
Often similar reports with different numbers require intense analysis to clarify differences and inconsistencies.
Enterprise reporting tools selected by the organisation are often restrictive and work with a Data Warehouse 
System (DWS).
The time and processes required to ensure all required data is collated within the enterprise DWS is 
cumbersome and often managers/analysts elect to write queries and extract the required data from multiple 
sources directly into Excel, and subsequently spend a substantial amount of time creating and formatting the 
required output.
ERP standard reports are often insufficient – and require high development effort for custom reports. 

3. BENEFITS OF THE REPORTING FACTORY

Efficiency – Less effort in the reporting process 
Speed 
            Obtain reports defined faster
            Create and deliver faster to the intended audience
Quality & Consistency 
Clearly defined data content with user-friendly lay-outs
            Elimination of manual execution errors
            Defined set of reports for everyone, from consistent data sources (no discussions on who has the right    
            number)
Employee Satisfaction
            Focus on high value tasks i.e. data,  performance analysis and corrective action instead of report 
            generation
            Elimination of stress during period end reporting 
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4. REDWOOD ROBOTIC REPORTING FACTORY – KEY CAPABILITIES 

Data Provisioning – Comprehensive robotic processes to initiate report delivery, with 
runtime parameters for virtually any reporting application in your environment. When 
necessary, authorized users can trigger ad-hoc runs of reports through an intuitive, browser-
based interface.

Data Transformation – Flexible robots allow for the extraction of data directly from data 
stores as well as formatted report resources. Just as data can be extracted from multiple 
sources for subsequent transformation, data between source types can first be reconciled to identify exceptions and trigger alerts and/
or auto-correct scenarios early on in a process. Data sources such as; email, ftp or other electronic source can be converted to more 
usable formats such as Microsoft Excel, and can be augmented with data from internal systems based on key identifiers.

Report Generation – The RRF fully automates this entire process using existing tools, where appropriate. It initiates report delivery 
with runtime parameters for virtually any reporting application in your environment.

Report Processing and Delivery – Real-time monitoring of report processing. Reports can be delivered to targeted endpoints as 
soon as they become available, or reports can be queued for delivery at specified times. Based on predefined business rules, report 
delivery can be to one or more targeted destinations including: browser-based access, email delivery (with attachments and/or 
hyperlinks), printers, targeted network locations, written to disk in database friendly formats for subsequent ingestion and FTP.

Report Archive Access - Authorized users can add document notes, which can consist of text-based content as well as hyperlinks 
and attachments. Document notes can be viewed in a pop-up dialog prior to opening a document or afterwards. All published content 
is immediately available for search, on standard metadata such as Account Number, Reporting Period or Report ID etc. The Reporting 
Factory places no limits on how many unique indexes can be placed on a given document, allowing for maximum search flexibility. 
Ability to report on usage data to identify most frequently used reports as well as who consuming those reports. Conversely, identify 
reports that continue to be generated, but which are no longer being used. Identify statistical report information and storage details 
that facilitate departmental chargeback.

Secured and Auditable Environment - Individual and role-based security controls on content view, as well as how the content can 
be used. Individual authorizations include the ability to restrict, for example: downloading, printing and email. A comprehensive audit 
trail is maintained for report generation and distribution and subsequent access once archived.  

For more information on Redwood Software, please visit www.redwood.com
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Robotic reporting factory allows you to eliminate the manual effort spent on production 
and distribution of the reports leaving your employee more time for analysis of the output. 


